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2021 Open Call 2 Application form
PLEASE NOTE that this form will not be saved in your browser, so please do not refresh the page before
submitting your application!
Please make sure you have the required attachments available for upload:
Brief CVs of the participating researchers (max. 7 000 characters including spaces each)
Budget in excel and DKK – template to be used
Detailed project plan (max. 25 000 characters including spaces – figures/tables excluded)

Project Proposal – Initiating Practice-Oriented Research in Collaboration
Activity name (maximum 100 characters including spaces) *

0 av 100 maximalt antal tecken

Amount applied for in DKK (enter a number between 400000 and 800000 without spaces between the
digits) *

Ange ett nummer från 400000 till 800000.

Project Period
Activity is scheduled to start (month of 2022)
Projects run for a period of between 6 and 18 months and are expected to be contracted by the end of 2021 and enable start of project
activities in the beginning of 2022

Activity is scheduled to end (year, month)

Project Description
Project description in brief (maximum 2000 characters including spaces) *
Describe the principal aim and activities of the project, as well as the anticipated results/effects of these activities.

0 av 2100 maximalt antal tecken

Nordic Benefit
(maximum 3000 characters including spaces) *
Explain how the proposal adds Nordic benefit by involving actors from at least three Nordic countries/areas and contribute to trans-Nordic
knowledge relevant to combating sexual harassment in the workplace.
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0 av 3100 maximalt antal tecken

Practice-oriented Research Approach
Practice-oriented research approach in collaboration with working life actors with focus on prevention or
intervention (maximum 3 000 characters including spaces) *
Describe the proposals’ collaborative practice-oriented approach. Include the collaborating actors and division of responsibilities between
the collaborating actors. Describe in brief how your project will add new knowledge in relation to prevention or intervention methods. In this
call, practice-oriented research implies research that is based on issues and challenges that are urgent and relevant to working life
professionals. Such knowledge can be developed in many ways; in this call the focus is on prevention and intervention. Industry studies, or
comparative studies of different industries, are encouraged.

0 av 3100 maximalt antal tecken

Scientific Quality
Research problem and questions – relevance and theory (maximum 3000 characters including spaces) *
Define briefly the problem, and related research questions your proposed project intends to address. Describe the suggested scientific
perspectives and how they are relevant to the research problem. Describe how the aim of the proposal is relevant in terms of scientific
scope.

0 av 3100 maximalt antal tecken

Method (maximum 1000 characters including spaces) *
Describe the methodology to be used, and how you plan to proceed in order to address the problems identified. Justify your choice of
approach in relation to its potential for achieving results and drawing conclusions from these results.

0 av 1100 maximalt antal tecken

Implementation (maximum 1500 characters including spaces) *
Describe the plans for implementation in brief, including an overall time schedule. Include a brief description of how project results will be
made available after the end of the project, and how they will be communicated to relevant actors/target groups.

0 av 1600 maximalt antal tecken

Assignment of roles (maximum 1500 characters including spaces) *
Describe briefly what the principal applicant and each of the co-applicants will contribute to the project – such as skills, perspectives, and
experiences – as well as their prior experience from similar collaborations. How do partners complement each other and how will partners
involved generate new knowledge together?
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0 av 1600 maximalt antal tecken

Applicants
The proposals should be based on collaboration between researchers and working life actors and involving at least three Nordic
countries/areas. The principal applicant is required to be a researcher affiliated with a university, university college or research institute
receiving public funding. At least one of the co-applicants must represent a working life actor (see guidelines for further information).
This organisation is to be listed as Co-applicant 1.

Principal applicant (name of researcher) *

First Name

Last Name

Degree (brief CV to be attached) *

Country of operation/domicile *

E-mail *

Telephone (including country code) *

Affiliation (name of university, university college or research institute) *

0 av 1000 maximalt antal tecken

Link to organisation website (preferably relevant department)
https://
Co-applicant 1: organisation (name) *
Co-applicant 1 must represent a working life actor (see guidelines for further information).

0 av 300 maximalt antal tecken

Country of operation/domicile *

Co-applicant 1 contact (name, surname) *

First Name

Last Name

E-mail *
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Telephone (including country code) *

Co-applicant 2: Type *
Is Co-applicant 2 a researcher or an organisation?

Organisation
Researcher

Country of operation/domicile

E-mail *

Telephone (including country code) *

Co-applicant 3: Type *
Is Co-applicant 3 a researcher or an organisation?

Organisation
Researcher

Country of operation/domicile

E-mail *

Telephone (including country code) *

Co-applicant 4: Type
Is Co-applicant 4 a researcher or an organisation?

Organisation
Researcher

Country of operation/domicile

E-mail

Telephone (including country code)

Further information
Any additional partners can be listed here. Please include co-applicants’ names, country and contact details. If applicable, degrees and
affiliations could also be included:
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0 av 1100 maximalt antal tecken

Files attached to the application
Add brief CVs of researchers involved in the project *
Label them with the surname of the applicant and the name of the activity. Max 7000 characters incl. spaces/CV.

Dra filer hit eller
Välj filer

Godkända filtyper: pdf, Max filstorlek: 10 MB, Max antal filer: 10.
Add project plan *
Label it with the name of the activity. Max. 25000 characters including spaces.

Dra filer hit eller
Välj filer

Godkända filtyper: pdf, Max filstorlek: 10 MB, Max antal filer: 10.
Add project budget *
Label it with the name of the activity. Use the template in Excel. The budget must be in DKK. A budget template can be downloaded here.

Dra filer hit eller
Välj filer

Godkända filtyper: xls, ods, xlsx, Max filstorlek: 10 MB, Max antal filer: 10.

Please submit your application no later than 14.00 CET on 7 October 2021.
Please note: Applications received after deadline will be disregarded, as will any incomplete applications.

Consent to the processing of personal data
Consent to privacy policy *
All submitted applications are saved on a server at the University of Gothenburg, where NIKK is located. The applications are stored for processing and
administration, and presented to the Nordic Council of Ministers. The applications constitute public documents. The email addresses in the applications are used
solely to communicate with applicants, and for administrative purposes.

I agree to the processing of personal data in accordance with the NIKK Integrity policy
Ethical reviews *
I, the principal applicant, agree to ensure that any ethical review necessary is carried out.
Affiliation consent *
The institution the principal applicant is affiliated to agrees to administer the grant.
Please note that the approved projects are expected to share their results, experiences and knowledge at
Nordic dissemination events where the objective is to enable others to learn from and further develop the
knowledge generated by the projects. *
I agree to disseminate results from the project.
Subscribe to updates from NIKK
https://nikk.no/?gf_page=preview&id=14
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Yes please, I would also like to receive information on future calls for proposals from NIKK
Yes please, I would also like to receive information and updates from NIKK

Send
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